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1. Introduction    
Aerodynamic properties, such as the drag and lift coefficients (CD & CL), are key parameters 
for Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) spacecraft when determining lifetime propellant 
consumption, predicting deorbit maneuvers, and determining aerodynamic disturbance 
torque.  The drag and lift coefficients for complex shapes is difficult to compute analytically, 
so a method was developed to determine values these coefficients using a finite plate 
element method.  By superimposing the effect of individual elements, the drag and lift 
coefficients for a complex object can be determined. Characteristics of the flat plate element 
are modeled using either experimental data or theoretical models based on hypersonic gas-
surface interactions.   
It is the goal of this chapter to show examples of how the satellite drag coefficient can be 
determined using a finite plate element model. This information can then be used to help 
determine spacecraft trajectories and aerodynamic disturbance torques as a function of the 
spacecraft attitude.  The internal workings of the modeling tools are not addressed here but 
instead example results for simple satellite shapes are presented 1. A separate chapter will 
address results for the lift coefficient and aerodynamic force vector in the future. 
This chapter describes a method for determining the drag coefficient of spacecraft in orbits 
significantly affected by aerodynamic forces.  A spacecraft configuration and mission orbit is 
required for this method to be useful. An effective drag coefficient is determined that is 
useful for both attitude control disturbance torque and orbital mechanics perturbation force 
modeling. By using finite plate elements, used to approximate the shape of spacecraft in 
three dimensions, complex shapes can be readily modeled for high-accuracy computations. 
The net force created on the shape at any attitude can be readily computed along with the 
disturbance torque if the mass properties of the shape are also known. This model is 
validated using experimental data for hypersonic molecular beams and Direct Simulation 
Monte Carlo (DSMC) methods. Examples of spacecraft drag coefficient mapping in three 
dimensions are included for both simple shapes and a hypothesized spacecraft.  It is the goal 
of this chapter to show examples of how the satellite drag coefficient can be determined 
using a finite plate element model and to demonstrate some results using simple shapes.   
                                                 
1Reference 12 has some information on equations used for this model. 
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2. ThreeD, a model to determine drag and lift coefficients for complex shapes 
For the results presented here in, a computer program was developed to address the drag 
and lift coefficients at any desired attitude for three dimensional complex shapes.  Written in 
the Python version 2.4  language, the program uses equations within this chapter to account 
for a wide range of environmental conditions, allowing the user to change the plate model 
to use either the DSMC2 method at specularities of 0%, 50%, or 100%, or the Experimental 
Superpositioned Molecular (ESM) model3. By changing the altitude within the ESM model, 
the percentage of molecular constituents in the atmosphere is calculated. The ESM model 
currently uses experimental data for oxygen, nitrogen, and helium.  At altitudes above 1000 
km there will be some errors due to the growing percentage of hydrogen by weight. The 
data in the following sections has been created using the ThreeD program. Perspective 
views in the following figures have also been created using ThreeD4.   
3. Drag coefficients for common shapes 
Using both the DSMC and ESM methods, the drag coefficient for some common shapes are 
explored.  These shapes include a cube, a cylinder, and a cone.  Each shape is first rotated 
about the x axis 180 degrees in 10 degree increments then rotated about the z axis 360 
degrees in 10 degree increments.  The view vector (velocity) is down the x axis.  The altitude 
is assumed to be at 300 km for these computations.  For the DSMC method, two data sets are 
determined for 0% and 50% specularity.  A third specularity value of 25% is presented since 
it correlates well with the ESM model.  This third data set is determined by interpolating the 
data sets for 0% and 50% specularity.  The following drag coefficient analyses assume an 
altitude of 300 km (except where noted). 
3.1 Drag coefficients for a cube 
The drag coefficient profile for a cube is determined below. The side length of the cube is 
assumed to be 1 unit of length. The reference axes (x, y, and z) are normal to the faces of the 
cube. Figure 1 shows projected area of a cube based upon perspective over 2-pi steradians.  
Figures 2 through 7 show drag coefficient data for a cube.  Figure 2, 6, and 7 display the data 
using the experimental plate model. Figures 3 through 5 uses DSMC data for specularity of 
0%, 25%, and 50% respectively. The maximum drag coefficient occurs when perspective 
views are normal to the cube faces (z – rotations of 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees when x – 
rotation is 0 or 90 degrees). Notice that the data for x-rotation of 0 and 90 degrees overlap.  
Therefore, there are 6 potential directions in which the drag coefficient can be maximized for 
a cube.  This projected view is shown in Figure 8. 
The minimum drag coefficient depends on the model assumptions. Using the DSMC 
method with a specularity of 0%, the minimum drag coefficient occurs when the z – 
rotations are at 45, 135, 225, and 315 degrees with x –rotations of 10 and 80 degrees. This 
projected view is shown in Figure 9. This result is counter-intuitive and occurs due to the 
high skin friction assumption inherent with a diffuse plate model.  The remaining models 
have the minimum drag coefficient at the same z – rotation angles but with the x – rotation 
                                                 
2 The DSMC plate models formulated were produced using G. Bird’s software “Visual Wind Tunnel”. 
3 Reference 12 provides details the ESM model. 
4 For more information on the ThreeD program, see reference 11. 
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at 45 degrees.  If another 2-pi steradians were plotted, the minimum also occurs at an x – 
rotation of 135 degrees (this can be seen in Figures 6 and 7). This view corresponds to a view 
axis that intersects 2 corners and the geometric center of mass. Therefore, there are 8 
directions at which the drag coefficient can be minimized for a cube. This projected view is 
shown in Figure 10. 
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Fig. 1. Projected Area For A Cube, Side Length = 1 Unit (2-Pi Steradians) 
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Fig. 2. Drag Profile For A Cube Using Experimental Plate Model Data (2-Pi Steradians) 
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Drag Profile for a Cube, DSMC 
Specularity = 0%
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Fig. 3. Drag Profile For A Cube Using DSMC Method Data, Specularity = 0 % (2-Pi 
Steradians) 
 
Drag Profile for a Cube, DSMC 
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Fig. 4. Drag Profile For A Cube Using DSMC Method Data, Specularity = 25 % (2-Pi 
Steradians) 
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Drag Profile for a Cube, DSMC 
Specularity = 50%
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Fig. 5. Drag Profile For A Cube Using DSMC Method Data, Specularity = 50 % (2-Pi 
Steradians) 
 
Fig. 6. Drag Profile For A Cube Using Experimental Plate Model Data – at 400 km, 3D Plot 
(4-Pi Steradians) 
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 DSMC 0 DSMC 25 DSMC 50 Experiment
Average 2.096182 2.089747 2.083312 2.1045439 
Max 2.202087 2.698921 3.195754 2.842236 
Min 2.031157 1.809315 1.477173 1.781762 
Range 0.17093 0.889606 1.718581 1.060474 
Table 1. Data Summary For Cube Drag Coefficients Using 4 Model Variations 
 
Fig. 7. Drag Profile For A Cube Using Experimental Plate Model Data – at 400 km, Rotated 
3D Plot (4-Pi Steradians) 
 
Fig. 8. Maximum Drag Coefficient Profile For A Cube (All Models) 
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Fig. 9. Minimum Drag Coefficient Profile For A Cube (DSMC Specularity of 0%) 
 
Fig. 10. Minimum Drag Coefficient Profile For A Cube (Experimental Data; DSMC 
Specularities 25% and 50%) 
3.2 Drag coefficient profile for a cylinder 
Using a length to diameter ratio of 2, the drag coefficient profile for a cylinder is determined.  
The z-axis is aligned with the axis of the cylinder (normal to the circular ends). Figure 11 
shows the projected area of the cylinder based upon perspective over 2-pi steradians.  
Figures 12 through 17 show the drag coefficient data for the cylinder.  Figure 12, 16, and 17 
display the data using the experimental plate model. Figures 13 through 15 uses DSMC data 
for specularities of 0%, 25%, and 50% respectively. The maximum drag coefficient occurs 
with an perspective views are normal to the cylinder ends (z – rotations of 90 and 270 
degrees when x – rotation 90 degrees). Therefore, there are 2 potential directions in which 
the drag coefficient can be maximized for a cylinder. This projected view is shown in Figure 
18. Notice that for an x-rotation of 0 degrees the drag coefficient stays constant. This 
corresponds to the velocity vector being perpendicular to the cylinder’s axis, showing it will 
be same from any direction perpendicular to this axis, as expected.  
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Similar to the cube, the minimum drag coefficient for a cylinder depends on the model 
assumptions. Using the DSMC method with a specularity of 0%, the minimum drag 
coefficient occurs when the cylinder is rotated about the x-axis by 90 degrees and with z – 
rotations of 80, 100, 260, or 280 degrees. This projected view is shown in Figure 19. This 
corresponds to the velocity vector being 10 degrees off the axis of the cylinder.  
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Fig. 11. Projected Area For A Cylinder, L/D = 1  (2-Pi Steradians) 
Drag Profile for a Cylinder
Experiment Plate Model 
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Fig. 12. Drag Profile For A Cylinder (L/D = 2) Using Experimental Plate Model Data (2-Pi 
Steradians) 
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Drag Profile for a Cylinder
DSMC Method, Specularity = 0% 
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Fig. 13. Drag Profile For A Cylinder (L/D = 2) Using DSMC Method Data, Specularity = 0 % 
(2-Pi Steradians) 
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Fig. 14. Drag Profile For A Cylinder (L/D = 2) Using DSMC Method Data, Specularity = 25 
% (2-Pi Steradians) 
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Drag Profile for a Cylinder
DSMC, Specularity = 50% 
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Fig. 15. Drag Profile For A Cylinder (L/D = 2) Using DSMC Method Data, Specularity = 50 
% (2-Pi Steradians) 
 
 
 
Fig. 16. Drag Profile For A Cylinder (L/D = 2) Using Experimental Plate Model Data, 3D 
Plot (4-Pi Steradians) 
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X Angle = 240 X Angle = 330
X Angle = 60 X Angle = 150
 
 
Fig. 17. Drag Profile For A Cylinder (L/D = 2)  Using Experimental Plate Model Data, 
Rotated 3D Plot (4-Pi Steradians) 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 18. Maximum Drag Coefficient Profile For A Cylinder With L/D = 2 (All Models) 
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Fig. 19. Minimum Drag Coefficient Profile For A Cylinder With L/D = 2  (DSMC Specularity 
Of 0%) - 10 Degrees Off Of Cylinder Axis 
 
Fig. 20. Minimum Drag Coefficient Profile For A Cylinder (L/D = 2)  (Experimental Data; 
DSMC Specularities 25% And 50%) – 52.8 Degrees Off Of Cylinder Axis 
Using the DSMC method with a specularity of 25%, the minimum drag coefficient occurs 
when the cylinder is rotated about the x axis by 70 degrees then with z – rotations of 230 or 
310 degrees, or when is rotated about the x axis by 110 degrees then with z – rotations of 50 
or 130 degrees.  For both the experimental data method and the DSMC method with a 
specularity of 50%,  the minimum drag occurs not only at the same 4 points as the DSMC 
method with a specularity of 25%, but also at 4 additional points:   when the cylinder is 
rotated about the x axis by 70 degrees then with z – rotations of 50 or 130 degrees, or when it 
is rotated about the x axis by 110 degrees then with z – rotations of 230 or 310 degrees.  This 
projected view is shown in Figure 20.  This corresponds to the velocity vector being 52.8 
degrees off the axis of the cylinder. 
Therefore, an infinite number of directions at which the drag coefficient can be minimized 
for a cylinder.  The important aspect is to set the axis of the cylinder relative to the velocity 
vector at an angle depending on the surface characteristics and the length to diameter ratio 
of the cylinder. 
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The average, minimum, maximum and range for the cylinder drag coefficient is displayed in 
Table 2 by model type.  Note that the average value of the DSMC model with a specularity 
of 25% is again very close the average of the experimental data model. 
 
 DSMC 0 DSMC 25 DSMC 50 Experiment
Average 2.088085 2.029561 1.971037 2.027999 
Max 2.202087 2.738893 3.275698 2.834196 
Min 1.917499 1.831433 1.575661 1.804935 
Range 0.284588 0.90746 1.700037 1.029261 
Table 2. Data Summary For Cylinder Drag Coefficients (L/D = 2) Using 4 Model Variations 
3.3 Drag coefficient profile for a cone 
Using a height to diameter ratio of 1, the drag coefficient profile for a cone is presented.  The z-
axis goes through the cone apex and is normal to the circular base.   When the z-rotation 
ranges from 0 to 180 degrees the rear face of the cone is exposed.  When the z-rotation ranges 
from 180 to 360 degrees, the apex of the cone points against the velocity (view) vector. 
Figure 21 shows projected area of the cone based upon perspective over 2-pi steradians.  
Figures 22 through 27 show drag coefficient data for the cone.  Figures 22, 26, and 27 display 
the data using the experimental plate model. Figures 23 through 25 uses DSMC data for 
specularities of 0%, 25%, and 50% respectively.  The maximum drag coefficient occurs when 
perspective views are normal to the cone end (z – rotations of 90 degrees when x – rotation 
is 90 degrees), with the exception of the DSMC model using a specularity of 0%.  This 
projected view is shown in Figure 28.   If only the front of the cone is considered, the 
maximum drag coefficient occurs when velocity vector is at an angle of 80.2 degrees off the 
cone axis (corresponds to z – rotations of 210 or 330 degrees when x – rotation is 60 or 120 
degrees), again with the exception of the DSMC model using a specularity of 0%.  This 
projected view is shown in Figure 29. The values of the maximum frontal drag coefficients 
are 2.2014, 2.1732, and 2.2446 for the experimental, DSMC 25% specularity, and DSMC 50% 
specularity models respectively. Notice for an x-rotation of 0 degrees, the drag coefficient 
stays constant.  This corresponds to the velocity vector being perpendicular to the z-axis of 
the cone.  
As with the cube and cylinder, the minimum drag coefficient for a cone depends on the 
model assumptions.  Using the DSMC method with a specularity of 0%, the minimum drag 
coefficient occurs when the cone is rotated about the x-axis by 60 degrees then with z – 
rotations of 70 or 110 degrees.  This projected view is shown in Figure 30.  This corresponds 
to the velocity vector being 64.3 degrees off the axis of the cone.  If only the front of the cone 
is considered, the minimum drag coefficient occurs when the cone is rotated about the x-axis 
by 60 or 120 degrees then with z – rotations of 250 or 290 degrees.  Interestingly, the 
perspective view is the same as that of Figure 30, but from the reverse direction.  The 
minimum frontal drag coefficient is 2.0599 for the DSMC 0% specularity model. 
The maximum drag coefficient for a cone using the DSMC method with a specularity of 0% 
occurs at the same direction as the minimum drag for the other models.  This is shown in 
Figure 28.  This can be explained by the high emphasis of skin friction from this model.  This 
perspective provides a view of the most exposed surface area for the cone.   
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Fig. 21. Projected Area For A Cone, H/D = 1 (2-Pi Steradians) 
 
 
Drag Profile for a 53.1 deg. Cone 
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Fig. 22. Drag Profile For A Cone, H/D = 1, Using Experimental Plate Model Data (2-Pi 
Steradians) 
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Drag Profile for a 53.1 deg. Cone 
DSMC, Specularity = 0%
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Fig. 23. Drag Profile For A Cone, H /D = 1, Using DSMC Method Data, Specularity = 0 % (2-
Pi Steradians) 
 
 
Drag Profile for a 52.1 deg. Cone
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Fig. 24. Drag Profile For A Cone, H /D = 1, Using DSMC Method Data, Specularity = 25 % 
(2-Pi Steradians) 
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Drag Profile for a 53.1 deg. Cone 
DSMC, Specularity = 50%
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Fig. 25. Drag Profile For A Cone, H /D = 1, Using DSMC Method Data, Specularity = 50 % 
(2-Pi Steradians) 
 
 
 
Fig. 26. Drag Profile For A Cone, H /D = 1, Using Experimental Plate Model Data, 3D Plot 
(4-Pi Steradians) 
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X Angle = 313 X Angle = 43
X Angle = 133 X Angle = 223
 
Fig. 27. Drag Profile For A Cone, (H /D = 1)  Using Experimental Plate Model Data, Rotated 
3D Plot (4-Pi Steradians) 
 
 
Fig. 28. Minimum And Maximum Drag Coefficient Profile For A Cone With H/D = 1 (All 
Models Except DSMC Specularity 0% For Minimum Drag Coefficient) 
 
Fig. 29. Maximum Drag Coefficient Profile (Frontal Direction Only) For A Cone With H/D = 
1 (Experimental Data; DSMC Specularities 25% And 50%) – 80.2 Degrees Off Of Cone Axis 
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Fig. 30. Minimum Drag Coefficient Profile (Front And Rear Directions) For A Cone, H/D = 
1, (DSMC Specularity 0%) – 64.3 Degrees Off Of Cone Axis 
The average, minimum, maximum and range for the cone drag coefficient is displayed in 
Table 3 by model type.  Notice once again that the average value of the DSMC model with a 
specularity of 25% is very close the average of the experimental data model.  A value of 0% 
has proven not to be realistic as it does not correlate well with the other results. 
 
 
 DSMC 0 DSMC 25 DSMC 50 Experiment
Average 2.080749 1.980765 1.880782 1.9716522 
Max 2.216739 2.620121 3.038154 2.842236 
Min 1.993266 1.729126 1.241512 1.732459 
Range 0.223473 0.890995 1.796642 1.109777 
 
Table 3. Data Summary For Cone Drag Coefficients (H/D = 1) Using 4 Model Variations 
4. Drag coefficients for complex satellite shapes 
The modeling program ThreeD is designed to combine an unlimited number of plate 
elements to create more complex shapes.  A more complex satellite, designated “CubeSat”, 
was created using some simple shapes and is shown in Figure 31. This satellite has a cube-
shaped bus, four solar array panels that are articulated at an angle of 60 degrees from one of 
the faces of the cube, and a gravity gradient boom modeled with a tapered cylinder.  The 
projected area for this satellite is shown in Figure 32.  The drag coefficient profile is shown 
in Figure 33. 
 
 
Fig. 31. Example Of A Complex Satellite For Drag Coefficient Modeling (Cubesat)  
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Projected Area for CubeSat
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Fig. 32. Projected Area For Cubesat Example 
 
Drag Profile for CubeSat Using
Experiment Plate Model
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Fig. 33. Drag Profile For Cubesat Using ESM Plate Model 
5. Conclusions 
This chapter has shown a method for determining the drag coefficient for simple and 
complex objects in the rarefied conditions of low Earth orbits.  Using both DSMC methods 
and the ESM method, a reliable estimate can be found for objects at any attitude.  By looking 
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at the drag coefficient of common shapes at all attitudes, maximum values occur when the 
velocity vector is perpendicular to flat faces of the object.  Minimum values tend to occur at 
oblique angles that depend on the geometry of the object and the gas-surface interaction 
model chosen.  A DSMC specularity value of 0% was shown not to be realistic. 
Another chapter will be written to address the lift coefficient, aerodynamic vector, and 
aerodynamic torque in the future.  It will again incorporate the ThreeD program after 
sufficient modifications have been completed. 
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